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April 2019 KDMC events
1 April - Navigational Scatter Rally
Waggon & Horses, Manchester Rd, Congleton CW12 2JD,
GR 118-856/659.
7pm See website for details and entry form

Entries - David Ward
.

8 April - Police Collison Investigations
Presentation by Steve Binns (retired Police Accident Collison investiagator)
Kilton Inn 8pm
James Atkinson

29 April - Grass Autotest
Hulme Barn Farm, Mere (GR.-109/726819). 6pm
(Access - A50, north west of Mere crossroads)
See website for details and entry form

Entries - Mike Lawson

May 2019 KDMC events
11 May - Plains Rally
Les Sharp (Clerk of the Course)

Mike Timmins (Chief Marshal)

29 May - Grass Autotest
Details to follow
My thanks to: Phil Bateman, Peter Boyce, Dave Goodlad, Roger Hopkins, Margaret Mullen, Mike
Lawson, Tony North (photographs), Les Sharp, Lee Skilling and Daivd Ward, who have all
contributed to this edition.
Please email your contributions for the May Bulletin to Bulletin@knutsfordmotorclub.co.uk
by 26 April at the latest. The next Bulletin will be published on 30 April. Please let me have
photos to go with the articles.
Mike Harrison

Navigational Scatter Rally
Monday April 1 - no joke !
Waggon & Horses, Manchester Rd, Congleton CW12 2JD,
GR 118-856/659.
Start: 7pm
Starts and finishes at the same location. All on Map 118. Approximately 60 miles.
See website for details and entry form.
Entries - David Ward
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Tour of Cheshire
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2 March 2019
As always, the opening round of the HRCR Clubmans Series was the
Tour of Cheshire, run by my old club Knutsford and District, and always a
full entry, this year at 85.
BACK TO OLD
PASTURES THE TOUR
OF CHESHIRE
Peter Boyce

Based in west Cheshire where Clerk of the Course lives, the Rally HQ is
The Bickerton Poacher on the A 534 between Nantwich and Wrexham.
Scrutineering this year was at the Agricultural College at Reaseheath
and I sent driver Rich on his own so that I could sign on and get the
route details ready for some plotting. I did have some doubt as to
whether he would find his way there in the dark, but all turned out fine.
There were 4 regularities to plot. Reg A was a London Map, ie a print of a
section of OS sheet 117 on which a number of points were marked some
of which had to be visited in a specified order. Reg B involved a set of
map features. Reg C was a long herringbone plus other features in the
Delamere Forest area, and Reg E, a set of copies of grid squares with the
entry and exit points marked was on the edges of maps 118 and 109.
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When all had been completed to my satisfaction, Rich appeared, signed on, and it was off
to the Blue Cap for drinks, food and bed.
At 07.45 on Saturday we all assembled for the drivers’ briefing, had the odd bacon bap,
checked plotting and lined up for the start, first car away at 08.15. As we left the start we
were given a route amendment which included a black spot to confirm a particularly
tricky bit of route. Some navigators did not read it, although they had signed to say they
had, and missed a control. This include a few of the top crews and caused a bit of
fluttering in the dovecotes as they say.
Regularity A completed reasonably well, it was into Chowley Oaks for the first 2 tests of
the day on the big car parks and on to the Bolesworth Estate for 3 tests on the corrugated
concrete tracks and the gravel sections, all pretty fast and furious.

Left, or right at the T junction ??
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Clearly it was left !!
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Then Reg B took us through Huxley and Utkinton to Oulton Park for 2 tests on the
infamously slippery rally circuit. The MGB is not the most versatile car here but we had a
good time sliding about before coffee in the track café.

Left, or right at the T junction ??
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On leaving here we were given the Jogularity sheet for the next regularity, a short section
taking us past Weaverham to a short link and a fuel stop before the previously plotted
Reg E. This used the maze of narrow lanes around Antrobus and flitted from one map to
the other, making keeping on route quite a challenge. Here we found later that we were
early at every control, because I had used the sheet of cumulative times given out at
signing on and not those given out with the amendment at the start! Mea Culpa!
After a short Reg F through Whitegate, which again flitted from one map to the other, we
were back to Oulton Park for the lunch halt.

Clearly it was left !!
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Time to plot Reg G before 2 more tests on the rally circuit and a short run to the start of
regularity G. This had been quite an interesting one to plot as it involved tulips but at
alternate junctions, a new one for me, but a section that posed no problems.
After a link section down the A49 to Cholmondeley, the original venue of Chris Evans’s
Northern Carfest, we started what looked as though it would be the sting in the tail, a 20
mile tulip section the meat of which would be on the private land of the Bolesworth
Estate.
Last year this was our downfall when I misread a tulip and missed a section which
contained two controls! This year all went well and a final few miles of regularity round
Beeston Castle took us to the end of the rally near Peckforton.
Like the Hughes, the Tour of Cheshire allows a “joker” which gave us the chance to lose
the
2 minute
lateness
penalty
at the one??
wrong slot of the day, and we ended up 34th
Left,
or right
at the
T junction
overall which was our start number, so well seeded.
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The winners were the 2018 Hughes winners, Tom and Roger Bricknell in their red
Volkswagen Golf Gti. Second were last year’s Tour of Cheshire winners, Ian Crammond
and Matt Vokes in the Mercedes.
Other KDMC crews were Philip and David Bramhill at 46th; Dave Scott and Andy Cooper
in the MGB at 48th, having blown a good run in Bolesworth; and John Lythaby and Roger
Jenkins also in an MGB and also coming to grief in Bolesworth at 52nd. Sadly at the finish
we saw the Vokes Ginetta on its trailer rather the worse for wear courtesy of a gatepost
apparently. (don’t let it put you off Philip!)
It had been a very enjoyable event in good weather through some really attractive
countryside when you had the chance to look. I don’t think I have done an event with so
many secret checks! If you strayed off route just a little, you got caught out as many found
out.
It was well marshalled, the regularities were varied in their scope, the tests and the
regularity in Bolesworth were among the best anywhere, and having Oulton Park as the
centrepiece worked well. There was an interesting variety of cars and many new crews. A
sign of the times is the growing numbers of Cat 3 and 4 cars with more Golf GTi s
coming on the scene, and the proportionally fewer of the older vehicles.
All in all an excellent opener to the season as ever and congratulations to Mike and Lorna
Harrison and the team on providing us with a great day out.
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A date for the diary !
If you have not heard Steve speak about accident investigations before you've
missed a real treat. Do come, it's a fascinating presentation not to be missed.

Entries opened for this year’s event on 21st March, and within a couple of hours, we had
our first paid and accepted entry, which perhaps isn’t much of an achievement when
within a couple of hours of entries opening the Tour of Cheshire is virtually full.
But that’s not really comparing apples to apples; both events represent different subcategories of rallying, attracting different competitors, with different expectations. But
given that the early season trend suggests forest stage rally entries are about 7% down on
last year, I took one confirmed entry within a couple of hours as a positive sign; ever the
optimist...
At the time of writing, some six weeks before the event, we have two confirmed entries,
and another nine sitting in the pending queue, not too shabby, and once Rally North
Wales and Rallynuts have happened, I’m expecting to see an influx of entries.
Speaking of Rally North Wales and Rallynuts, at the time of writing, they have both
attracted more than 100 entries, so I’m hopeful that we will be lucky enough to attract the
numbers we need, to ensure we are running a stable, and sustainable event.
Last year we had some March madness, precipitated by the amount of precipitation in
conjunction with the full-on harvesting activities in Dyfi. This year, with a switch away from
what has been our stomping ground for over twenty-years, I was hopeful of a smooth run
to this years event.
No such luck! Its March, and the madness is back...

A route clash with another event, and two forest access issues have recently come to our
attention. The route clash isn’t really a problem as far as both event organisers and the
RLO’s are concerned, so unless the Police have an issue, that issue is put to bed, which just
leaves the two access issues.
I’m hopeful that we have a fix for both, and we can continue as planned. That said, there’s
some significant harvesting in Dyfnant that may yet have a negative effect on our stage
mileage, and in Llangower, where there is a confirmed outbreak of phytophthora
ramorum, operation flat-fell is in full-swing.
So, plenty of challenges ahead, but I’m sure we will get there.
More next month.
Les Sharp

2019 Season So Far
David Goodlad

Things have been a bit quiet on the competition front since September ; the Clio and the
Mini have been in hibernation in the garage under dust covers while I have been on my
hols for most of November.

Knutsford AutoSOLO Booths Hall
I decided to take part in KDMC
AutoSOLO even though I don't
normally do these type of events I
thought it might be a good idea to
blow the cobwebs away. It was a
bitterly cold day but at least it was
dry, the two test layouts were
simple enough to follow.
I didn't give the Clio full bore on
the tests as the surface is very
abrasive and I had made sure my
worst tyres were on the front as
the rears were almost new.
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This turned out to be a wise move because when I got home the fronts were well down
from how they were at the start. They are both on the rear now and one of them has been
replaced. I had fun doing the event though and met a few new people and saw a few old
acquaintances I hadn't seen for a long time. I came 12th overall, the times being quite
close.
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Blackburn/Darwen Services Autotest
The first autotest was the usual trip to the services at Blackburn/Darwen and the usual
single test with just two reverse manoeuvres. I had hoped to fit power steering to the Mini
over the winter break but had problems getting the unit from a scrap yard in Oldham.
I always seem to have problems with losing either water or oil, or both, at this event, it has
a jinx on my car. I was hopeful this time because at the last event I did the car ran
perfectly and the garage floor under the Mini had been bone dry for 5 months.
However after the first 4 tests, run in about 10 minutes I had a water leak, the engine had
a misfire and a slight oil leak. The water was coming from the water pump area and the
spark plug with the problem was number one, the one closest to the pump. I topped the
water up and changed the plug before doing my marshalling stint. I did the next round
of four tests and the car ran exactly the same as before, getting progressively worse with
each test. Once again I topped the water up and changed the plug.
I was dreading the final round as this comprised 5 runs of the test and sure enough it was
even worse on the final run. With all this misfiring it was hardly surprising that I didn't do
very well on the event, coming last by about 2 seconds behind Steve Johnson, the event
being won by Colin Moreton.
The water pump gasket turned out to be the culprit, how that broke doing nothing for 5
months in the garage is a mystery, the car ran fine after changing the gasket.

Curborough Autotest
This was the first 'proper' autotest of the year, there was lots of reversing in this one, a bit
too much reversing for my liking. I was hoping to have the power steering on for this
event but had only been able to obtain it two days beforehand and I am not good
enough to do a job like that in that timescale.
The journey down to Curborough was in very wet conditions and the engine had got very
wet with all the spray on the trailer. I spent a good 30 minutes getting it started and
running cleanly.

2019 Season So Far
David Goodlad

There were 4 test layouts and were attempted 3 times, there was a top class entry with
Paul Swift making an appearance. There were 3 others in my class one being the 1.6
Vauxhall engined Mini of Dave Fox. The others were Ash Slights in the 1380 Mini and
Charlie Lower in the ex Paul Swift ex Russ Swift 1380 Cooper S, which I remember Russ
buying in the early 80's. These cars all had the power steering conversion so I was taking
notes on the best way to do the job, so it was a productive day on that front at least.
Duncan Wild had entered the ABS special so I was a bit surprised to see him turn up in a
TR4, I was wondering at first if he was going to do the event in the road going class.
When the event started I knew I was going to struggle with my lack of power steering,
there were a lot of changes of direction and there was not usually much of a run at them,
making the steering effort even harder. Dave Fox was driving really well and after the first
round he was 6th overall behind four specials and one sports car. However on the next
round he broke the drivetrain and got a maximum which dropped him to 9th.
Malcolm Livingston, the designer of the tests lead the event all day followed by Dave
Mosey; Paul Swift and Alistair Moffatt had a close battle all day, Alistair getting 3rd after
Paul got a penalty. Chris Chapman got 5th in the Striker, seems to have stopped killing
gearboxes now!
I am now busy fitting the power steering to the Mini, I have got it mounted in position
and need to do the electrics. The next event is the Alwoodley event in June, I am hoping
this will be long enough for me to finish it!
The next event for me is the Aintree sprint in the Clio, I hope it hasn't been jinxed by
having a long break in my garage like the Mini did!

Can you help?

Have you
heard of the
Scorpion
Trophy?

A request from Rob Bateman, the RLO for
Staffordshire and the Peak District National Park.
Potteries and Newcastle MC may be running a
targa rally in 2020. If anyone knows the
whereabouts of the Scorpion Trophy, its return
would be appreciated.

KDMC CHAMPIONSHIPS – NOMINATED
EVENTS PROCEDURE
I am often asked about how to nominate events to the KDMC Championships, so
here is a quick summary.
Many of the KDMC Championships allow competitors to nominate extra events that
they are competing in to count towards their points score. The number of
nominations allowed is specified in the individual championship regs.
To nominate an event, you need to tell either myself (richard.duddell@hotmail.co.uk)
or the Competition Secretary, Mike Vokes, before the event starts. Nominations after
the event has started are not allowed.
As well as the individual championships, your nomination will also count towards the
Allrounders championship unless you tell us you don’t want this to happen.
If you are competing as part of a crew (e.g. a rally), the nomination will only count for
yourself unless you specifically say that it is for both you and your ‘other half’.
The only exception to the ‘tell us before the start’ rule is for events in the marshals
championship, where you can put in you nomination after the event has taken place.
Hopefully this will clarify the situation, but if you have any queries, please ask.
Richard Duddell

ANWCC INTERCLUB
CHAMPIONSHIP – 2019
– THE STORY SO FAR

As you are well aware, KDMC won the Interclub Championship in 2016 & 2017, and only
lost out to Caernarvon & Anglesey [C & A] by 12 points in 2018, however the good news is
that we are back at the top again, at the end of the first quarter of 2019.
In 2018 only 13 KDMC Members registered for the ANWCC Championship, but already we
have 16 members registered for 2019. As we are only a quarter of the way through the year
hopefully a few more members will sign-up as time goes by, particularly as some of the
disciplines eg; Car Trials do not start until beginning of June.
The Club with the highest number of contenders so far in 2019 is C & A who already have
29 contenders [5 more than last year].
At the end of March 2019 the top 4 Clubs are as follows:

Knutsford & District Motor Club [KDMC]
16 Contenders have scored a total of 100 points in 11 events. Points have been scored to
date in Forest Rallies, Historic Road Rallies, Autotests, PCAs & Autosolos, which means
that we still have to score points in Stage Rallies, Road Rallies, Car Trials, Sprints &
Hillclimbs.

Bolton Le Moors Car Club [BLMCC]
Have moved into second place in the Interclub Championship also with 16 Contenders.
To date they have scored a total of 80 points from the 12 events which they have entered.
The Under 17 Motor Club [North West] are presently lying second equal. They
also have 16 Contenders [including Team Williams from KDMC]. Under 17 MC
have managed to score 80 points from the 10 events which they have
entered up to now.

ANWCC INTERCLUB
CHAMPIONSHIP – 2019
THE STORY SO FAR

Caernarvon & Anglesey Motor Club (C & A)
Winners in 2018 they are presently lying in 4th place, but for how long. They have 29
contenders which is 5 more than 2018, and to date they have scored 67 points spread
over 9 events. C & A have primarily scored points on Stage Rallies, Forest Rallies & PCAs,
however I am sure that this will all change as the season progresses
I have reviewed the ANWCC discipline tables to find out who has been out and about
already this year from KDMC, and the following KDMC Club Members have all scored
points, however I am sure that we will see many more names in the next few months.
• To start the ball rolling Jayne Auden Row has been out driving her MGZR on Forest
Rallies. Jayne has also been scoring points by driving in the Ladies Rally Championship.
• In the Historic Road Rallies Matthew Vokes has been out on the Tour Of Cheshire
navigating a Mercedes Benz 280SL and Ric Harrison plus Peter Boyce were also out on
the recent Tour Of Cheshire.
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ANWCC INTERCLUB
CHAMPIONSHIP – 2019
THE STORY SO FAR

In the Autotest Championship Colin Moreton & Dave Evans have both been scoring
points, along with David Goodlad, & Jeff Buchanan [Mazda MX5]. Also driving an MX5 is
Jan Frickel who is competing in the Production Car Autotests.
It would appear that the Autosolo Championship is going to be hotly contested with
KDMC Team Williams which is made up Andy & James Williams in their Nissan Micra &
Lauren Crook in her Saab 9 3
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ANWCC INTERCLUB
CHAMPIONSHIP – 2019
THE STORY SO FAR

David Dunlop [Mazda], Jeff Buchanen [Mazda] & David Goodlad [Renault Clio] are also
contesting the Autosolo Championship.
There are certain KDMC Competitors who already comply with the requirements of the Allrounders Championship, therefore additional points have been gained, all of which help to
maintain the high total to date.
In conclusion a very good start to the year and let’s hope that we can maintain the present
position. I will review the Tables / Points again at the end of June so keep your fingers crossed
that we can stay on top for the balance of the year.
Roger Hopkins
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MAXIMILIAN
FRICKEL
who renewed his membership fee by 31
January and whose membership number
was drawn at the conclusion of the AGM
on 25 March.

Maximilian's membership

fee will be refunded.

Spring is in the air :-)
David Ward shared a post from Chris Williams on
the HRCR North West Facebook page recently

Just walked past a shop in Brecon
town. Walked back a little while
later and .......a coil spring had
shattered and embedded itself in
the plate glass window.
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